PRESS RELEASE

World premier at Fakuma:

Automated integration of touch sensors by
Functional Foil Bonding
Fürth/Germany, 10 September 2018: Leonhard Kurz will be presenting for the
first time ever at this year's Fakuma its patent pending FFB (Functional Foil
Bonding) sensor integration process. This new process from Kurz provides a fully
mechanical method of integrating touch sensors into plastic components. The
integration of touch sensors into door trims will be demonstrated live on a newly
developed machine from the Kurz subsidiary Baier.

Flexible and fast integration of functionality

In contrast to In-Mold Labelling (IML), the alternative method used for automated
integration of sensors, FFB is implemented outside the injection molding
process. The process can, however, follow directly after injection molding. It can
be integrated into component production lines, and can operate in inline or offline
mode. The touch sensor is permanently bonded to the plastic part in the FFB
process. Depending on the geometry and size of the component and sensor, this
transfer can occur by means of a vertical or roll-on process.

Specification and process advantages of FFB

The strength of adhesion of sensors applied to the plastic component by FFB
was verified in specification testing performed by the automotive sector. While
alternating climate tests for the alternative Optically Clear Adhesive (OCA)
process found instances of loss of adhesion of the OCA adhesive and a risk of
bubble formation, components with sensors integrated by FFB show flawless
results in alternating climate tests.
The FFB operation can be performed by the machine operators or can, to a large
extent, be automated, thereby providing a never-before-seen ability to costeffectively integrate sensors in serial production.
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Tailored sensor technology

The FFB process uses the highly conductive, transparent PolyTC sensors from
the Kurz subsidiary PolyIC. The sensors comprise silver-based metallic grid
structures on a PET carrier. They are characterized by their high mechanical
flexibility, which enables them to be integrated into curved plastic parts. FFB, just
like IML, can also be used to equip arched components with sensors. The
flexible PolyTC sensors are ideal for this application. The FFB process places
specific requirements on the sensor materials. An important development step
was to precisely tailor the PET carrier and the adhesive layer of the sensor to the
pressure and temperature process parameters.

FFB enables high-precision positioning

In the case of control panels with visible flexible conductor plates, the controllable
area must be located outside the display. Transparent PolyTC sensors, on the
other hand, can be placed directly underneath the display panel. This enables all
control elements with single- or multi-touch functionality, sliders and wheels, or
gesture control to be arranged directly within the display area. Any arbitrary
display design can be selected, and the sensor architecture precisely tailored to
suit. The prerequisite for interference-free functioning of the sensors is highest
possible precision in the relative positioning of the sensors and control panel.
While developing the FFB process, particular emphasis was therefore placed on
the precise positioning and stable fixation of the sensor on the component. FFB
enables the sensor to be transferred precisely, in a repeatable and reliable
process.

Component manufacturing live at the Sumitomo (SHI) Demag booth

The door trim that will be equipped with sensor functionality at the Kurz booth
has an elaborate day/night design. The design that is visible during daylight
takes on a surprisingly different appearance when backlit. The IMD process used
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to manufacture this sophisticatedly decorated component will be demonstrated
live at the Sumitomo (SHI) Demag booth 1105 in hall B1 at Fakuma. The touch
functionality of the door trim will be put to the test with the aid of a demonstrator
at the Kurz booth 4122 in hall A4. Visitors to the trade fair will be able to activate
the day/night design via a touch button, or vary the light color using a slider. They
will therefore have the opportunity to experience the complete production cycle
from component manufacturing and decoration, sensor integration, right through
to the actual touch application.
□□□

Touch sensor integrated by fully mechanical means using the FFB process
(Picture: Kurz)

□□□
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About KURZ: The KURZ Group is a global leader in hot stamping and coating technology. KURZ develops and manufactures decorative and functional layers applied to carrier
foils for a large variety of applications. The range includes metallized, pigmented and holographic stamping foils for packaging or print products, surface finishes for electronic devices or automotive parts, protective and decorative lacquers for furniture or household
appliances, authenticity features for brand name items, metallic applications for textiles,
and different types of coatings for many other applications. With over 5,000 employees in
14 production plants in Europe, Asia and the USA, 24 international subsidiaries and a
global network of agencies and sales offices, the KURZ Group manufactures and sells a
comprehensive range of products for surface finishing, decoration, marking and counterfeit protection, rounded off by an extensive range of stamping machines and stamping
tools. KURZ also continuously invests in new technologies, and is developing innovative
solutions for integrating functionality into surfaces.

www.kurz.de
www.plastic-decoration.com
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